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Outline of the work:

“Light” plays important roles in various fields, including measurements, communications, 
illumination and material processing� Advanced research and development to better control light 
waves have been extensively and globally conducted� Dr� Susumu Noda has played pioneering and 
leading roles in the exploration of photonic nanostructures called “photonic crystals” in order to 
develop new methods to ultimately control light waves and in the application of these photonic 
crystals to the advancement of semiconductor lasers� Photonic crystals are man-made structures 
with periodic refractive index distributions, having periods of the order of the wavelength of light� 
Photonic crystals allow the control of light waves and the generation of optical functions, just as the 
control of electron waves in regular crystals results in various material properties and functions� Dr� 
Noda succeeded in developing a three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystal with a complete bandgap 
at optical wavelengths for the first time in the 1990s, which had been a veritable pie in the sky until 
then; he also showed that 3D photonic crystals, if properly modified, allow one to suppress or 
enhance spontaneous emission processes and to control the light propagation [Refs� 1–8]�

Dr� Noda then extended his research to two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals, which are 
formed by the periodic modulation of in-plane refractive index distributions in free-standing 
dielectric slabs, to show that 2D photonic crystals allow far superior control of light over the 3D 
counterparts [Refs. 9–20]. He demonstrated that artificial line defects, carefully designed and 
introduced in 2D photonic crystals, work as lossless waveguides. He also showed that artificial 
point defects in 2D photonic crystals work as nanocavities that can trap light in the ultrasmall 
volume of the order of cubic wavelengths; by tuning the nanocavity structure, he achieved an 
ultrahigh Q factor (more than 107 at present) while maintaining the ultrasmall volume of the 
nanocavity� These nanocavities, designed according to his design principle, are called “Noda’s 
cavities” and are widely used in various fields of basic optical sciences, such as cavity 
electrodynamics and quantum optics� Silicon-based ultrasmall Raman lasers have also been 
developed using ultrahigh Q nanocavities�

Dr� Noda has also invented and developed new semiconductor lasers, in which photonic 
crystals are embedded to control oscillation modes of laser light for the stable operation of broad-
area high-power semiconductor lasers [Refs� 21–35]� It is well known that when the size of the light 
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emission area of conventional semiconductor lasers is broadened to increase their output power, 
multiple oscillation modes appear, resulting in a significant deterioration of the laser beam quality; 
this deterioration is one of the most serious bottlenecks toward high-power semiconductors lasers� 
Dr� Noda has demonstrated that by embedding a 2D photonic crystal inside of a semiconductor 
laser and using a singularity point (Γ point, etc.) of the photonic-crystal band structure, oscillation 
can predominantly occur in a single mode even when the size of the laser is broadened, resulting in 
stable oscillation over the broad area and consequently leading to high-power, high-beam-quality 
operation� Semiconductors lasers of this type are called photonic-crystal surface-emitting lasers 
(PCSELs) and stay stable when the diameter of light emission area gets as large as five hundred 
micrometers or even several millimeters� In particular, he has developed unique “double-lattice” 
photonic-crystal structures, in which a pair of photonic-crystal lattices are overlapped and separated 
by a distance of approximately one-fourth of their periods, and enabled 10–100-W-class high-
power, high-beam-quality operation�

By taking advantages of the high power and high beam quality of these PCSELs, and also their 
extremely narrow beam divergence, he has succeeded in realizing a lens-free, high-resolution light 
detection and ranging (LiDAR) system. This system is expected to significantly enhance the 
performance of robots and autonomous vehicles� Furthermore, he has developed lasers with “dually 
modulated photonic crystals,” in which lattice points are modulated both in position and size, to 
enable 2D beam scanning and the generation of structured light, which are important for non-
mechanical LiDAR and face-recognition systems�

In light of these advantages, photonic-crystal surface-emitting lasers are expected to serve as 
key next-generation light sources with performances surpassing those of not only conventional 
semiconductor lasers but also CO2 and fiber lasers; they are likely to play important roles in 
expanding a variety of fields, such as sensing, communications, material processing, transportation, 
lighting, and medicine, and unlocking the door to an ultra-smart society called “Society 5�0�”

Dr� Noda has also applied his achievements on photonic crystals to explore their new 
possibilities in the fields of thermal radiation and photovoltaics [Refs. 36–40]. He has devised a 
new concept for the control of thermal radiation processes, which are known for their undesirable 
wide emission spectra and slow response speeds, to enable the concentration of their wide spectra 
into a very narrow band without losing energy and also their high-speed modulation�

As previously stated, Dr. Noda has made significant contributions to the field of photonic 
crystals by developing 3D photonic crystals and advanced light-wave control based on 2D photonic 
crystals, and by inventing photonic-crystal surface-emitting lasers� He has also played a leading role 
in the global research community, making significant contributions to the advancement of optical 
science and technology� His contributions are projected to fuel the advancement of basic science 
and the social application of photonic technology. Dr. Susumu Noda is eminently qualified to 
receive the Japan Academy Prize based on his exceptional achievements�

Dr� Noda’s research accomplishments have been published in over 500 academic journal papers 
and/or presentations in major international conferences, with over 30,000 citations� He has earned 
accolades, including Joseph Fraunhofer Award / Robert M� Burley Prize from the Optical Society of 
America, IEEE Nanotechnology Pioneering Awards, the Leo Esaki Prize, the Medal with Purple 
Ribbon, and the Japan Society of Applied Physics Achievement Award�
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